Detection and characterization of chimeric yeast artificial-chromosome clones.
Methods for the construction of yeast artificial-chromosome (YAC) clones have been designed to isolate single, large (100-1000 kb) segments of chromosomal DNA. It is apparent from early experience with this cloning system that the major artifact in YAC clones involves the formation of YACs that contain two or more unrelated pieces of DNA. Such "chimeric" YACs are not easily recognized, particularly in libraries constructed from the total DNA of an organism. In some libraries, they have been found to constitute a major fraction of the clones. Here we discuss some of our experiences with chimeric YACs, with particular emphasis on the approaches that we have employed to detect such aberrant clones. In addition, we describe the detailed characterization of one chimeric YAC isolated from a library prepared from total human DNA. The organization of this clone indicates that it formed by in vivo recombination, presumably in yeast, between two Alu sequences located on unrelated segments of human DNA.